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Agenda

● Theoretical foundations
○ Basics of Question Answering
○ QA architecture
○ Retrieval: sparse vs dense text 

representations 
○ Vector search in a nutshell
○ The Reader

● Practical QA with Haystack
○ main features
○ working examples
○ other use cases



Question Answering: definitions

From Wikipedia: Question answering (QA) is a computer science discipline 
within the fields of information retrieval and natural language processing 
(NLP), which is concerned with building systems that automatically answer 
questions posed by humans in a natural language.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Question_answering


Semantic search vs Question Answering



Project overview



Question Answering architecture

Reading Wikipedia to Answer Open-Domain Questions (2017, machine reading at scale)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.00051


Sparse text representation: bag of words

Doc. 0 = “I like icecream”
Doc. 1 = “Icecream is a summer dessert”
Doc. 2 = “Summer is a warm and cheerful season”



Sparse text representation: TF-IDF

Doc. 0 = “I like icecream”
Doc. 1 = “Icecream is a summer dessert”
Doc. 2 = “Summer is a warm and 
cheerful season”



Why do we need 
vectors?



Sparse text representations for retrieval

TF-IDF, BM25

● simple but effective
● don’t need to be trained
● work on any language

● rely on exact keyword matches 
between query and text
(searching for “handbook”, you’ll 
never find “manual”)
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Sparse text 
representations
(since 1960)

Word embeddings
(Word2vec, 2013)

Transformers
(BERT, 2018)

Towards more expressive NLP models…



Dense Passage Retrieval

Dense Passage Retrieval for Open-Domain Question Answering (2020)

Doc. 0 = “I like icecream”
[0.08517568, 0.74978304,  0.12174767, 
...,  0.28093684, 0.78732026,  
0.63918763]
Size 768

up to +19% retrieval 
accuracy, compared 
to BM25

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.04906


Another flavor of dense retrieval: Embedding Retrieval

● Only one transformer model to encode 
documents and queries

● Pretrained models available in Sentence 
Transformers

● In many cases, Embedding Retrieval 
works better than Dense Passage 
Retrieval

https://www.sbert.net/
https://www.sbert.net/


Dense text representations for retrieval

Dense Passage Retrieval, Embedding Retrieval

● capture semantic similarity
● large improvements in retrieval accuracy, 

compared to sparse representations
● trainable

● computationally more heavy



Vector search in 
a nutshell

- At small scale: KNN search

- At larger scale: ANN search



Question Answering architecture



The Reader

Q: Where is Twin Peaks?

...eriff Harry S. Truman Twin Peaks 
was a small logging town in 
northeastern Washington State, 
five miles south of the Canadian 
border and twelve miles w...



Haystack is an open-source framework for building search systems 
that work intelligently over large document collections.

Features:
● Modular elements
● Latest models
● Flexible Document Store
● Scalability
● Domain adaptation

Question Answering in Python: Haystack



Building Twin Peaks QA - 1. Load data



2. Preprocess data



3. Create document store and write documents



4. Initialize retriever and generate embeddings



5. Initialize reader and compose QA pipeline



6. Let’s try the 
pipeline!



Haystack provides extensive documentation, including:
- benchmarks:

- retriever accuracy/speed
- reader accuracy/speed

How to choose my components?

- optimization guide

https://haystack.deepset.ai/bm/benchmarks
https://haystack.deepset.ai/guides/optimization


Question generation

* Generating questions for document 0: Pete Martell...
Generated questions:
 -  Who was the manager of the Packard Sawmill?
 -  What was Pete Martell's job title?
 -  When did Pete marry Catherine Packard?
 -  Pete married what woman in 1958?
 -  What year did Pete become the number one booster for the Twin  
Peaks High School football team?
 -  Who was Pete's wife's brother?



● Deploy the pipelines as REST APIs
● Chatbot integration
● Query classification 
● Generative QA (Retriever-Augmented Generation, LFQA)
● Table QA (TAPAS)
● Summarization
● Translation
● Document classification
● Entity extraction…

Haystack: other use cases/features



Demo time!



hf.co/spaces/anakin87/who-killed-laura-palmer

github.com/anakin87/who-killed-laura-palmer

THANKS!
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